
Dear Harvest Partner,

This coming year of 2016 will continue the trend of extreme events with more violence and destruction, especially
the weather, earthquakes, volcanoes and a continuation or renewal of drought. Next month I will research the cycles to
tell where we have been and where we are going. Also a looming financial disaster is on its way. And now from Brother
Neal Frisby’s library, a very prophetic letter.

– “In fact the whole world will follow a similar pattern. Let us take a look at the last
stages of prophecy concerning America. (USA) Even scientists are proclaiming the end is just around the corner! Will
civilization collapse? The evidence and factual signs reveal this is well within reason!

It will reach a peak. Incredible
inventions and new type pleasure will control the masses. New type technology will be discovered. This age we now
know of will pass away into another age completely!”

– “Religion and Immorality (Rev. chap. 3) After a financial crises this will
occur, prosperity returns.”

– This meaning two ways; spiritually blind, but also as the Scripts predict besides a mixture of dress wear,
different lengths and etc., the styles will be see-through and almost nude just before the age ends. We can see some of it
already advertising leisure vacations in space! The Bible says they would build a space platform (nest) among the stars!
But God will interrupt their Tower of Babel! The ultimate in real super science will occur during the Millennium (after
the Translation and Armageddon).

– “According to the news the prophetic Scripts
are being fulfilled to the letter. Here is just one prophecy. Julius and Augustus proclaimed that they would build a
United States of Europe! And they did so uniting various countries into a World Empire. And these individual states
were bound in agreement to a Federal Super-head! How strange indeed Bible prophecy! – In Rev. 13:11-15 it shows the
USA made an image unto the Roman Empire by binding its various states together under one federal head! Now Rev.
13:1 reveals the revival of the “Roman Empire” is returning in full power! This time it will be headed up by the great
whore, Babylon!” (Rev.17:1-5) And the USA will follow this trend itself! (Rev.3:15-16) – vs. 17, and the USA will play
the harlot like unto mystery Babylon! – The sins of the near future age is unprintable! Such an incredible mixture of
religion and worldwide apostasy. – Drastic changes will be coming to the Pentecostals and the Fundamentals in the way
of what they do and how they are going to blend into this Satanic system! – “Truly a crafted subtle snare has been well
placed!” To write the type of sins coming would almost stop the hearts of the true believers, so incredible debauchery.
That is why Paul called him the man of sin who rises to the top out of all of this; and will be the “Titan” head of the
nations, bowing and giving obeisance to Lucifer’s chosen deceiver. The populous will wear his mark of allegiance!

Genius like inventions and designs, but from space cometh fire. Many
parts of the nations will be burnt to the ground! In fact, the world aflame in destruction as Jesus intervenes or no flesh
would be saved!  “The Translation will have already taken place. Plagues and starvation will grip the earth. Finally, the
earth’s axis will flip and wobble. Destruction on land and sea beyond description!

– Isa. 66:15 described these whirling ships of fire that will
totally amaze the earth as they gaze upon this amazing sight from heaven! They will know that the great commander in
Chief, Jesus, is on earth!” End quote. – When this Script was written we couldn’t have described events any better; the
conditions of the world.

This month I am going to release a book called and also a DVD, “The True God.” – We
want to prove the Lord with one of the best offerings to start the year off. (Read Mal. 3:10) The last few months have
been slow, so remember us. Jesus will prosper and bless you.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s: ($15.00 donation)
“Path of the Lord”                                                          Also available:  “Creation Declares the Creator”
“Parables of Knowledge”                                                                 ($20.00 donation each)
“God’s Greatness”


